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Program Guide  
Week 32 

Sunday August 2nd, 2015 
      

5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:35 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Cycling: Evocities MTB Highlights 2015 - Highlights of the inaugural Evocities MTB 

Series, which is held across the six of the seven Evocities in NSW and one race in 
Western Sydney. (Sport)    

 
2:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sports) CC   
 
4:00 pm 2015 Superbike World Championship - Stage 9: Laguna Seca, USA - Coverage of 

Stage 9 from the Superbike World Championship at Laguna Seca circuit, USA. (Motor 
sport) CC    

 
4:30 pm Cycling: 2015 Port to Port MTB - Highlights of the four-day cycling race from Port 

Stephens to Dixon Park in Newcastle. (Sport)     
 
5:30 pm Destination Flavour Bitesize - Hosts Adam Liaw, Renee Lim and Lily Serna meet 

passionate growers, celebrated chefs and local food heroes from all over the Australia. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Short) (Rpt) G   
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5:35 pm Churchill and the Fascist Plot - The cloak-and-dagger story of how Churchill and MI5 
hunted down Britain's fascist sympathisers, who threatened to undermine the war effort.  
In May 1940, Britain was in great peril. New Prime Minister Winston Churchill was facing a 
Nazi invasion and the threat of Britain's own fascist sympathisers, the 'fifth column'. (From 
the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:35 pm Byzantium: A Tale of Three Cities - Capital of a New Empire - In the final episode, 

Simon Sebag Montefiore discovers surprises in Istanbul as it rose to become the imperial 
capital and Islam's most powerful city. Visiting the great mosques and palaces built by the 
Ottoman emperors, he tells the stories behind them - of royal concubines, murderous 
bodyguards and sultans both the powerful and the depraved. He shows how the 
Christians, Muslims and Jews of the city once co-existed before the waves of nationalist 
rebellions brought the Ottoman empire to its knees. In the 20th century the ancient capital 
was once more transformed by the new secular vision of Ataturk. (Part  3 of 3) (From the 
UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC **Final**    

 
8:35 pm The Murder Trial - For the first time ever, remotely operated cameras are placed inside a 

British criminal court to capture a murder trial in its entirety, as Nat Fraser is tried for the 
murder of his wife. Her body has never been found, there is no weapon, no crime scene 
and her husband appears to have a cast iron alibi for the day she disappeared. Fraser 
was first brought to trial in 2003 for the murder of his wife - he was found guilty. But on 
appeal the conviction was quashed in 2011. In April 2012, Nat Fraser was sent back to the 
High Court in Edinburgh for a fresh trial, 14 years after his wife’s disappearance. A new 
jury was sworn in to hear all the evidence against him. Would they find him innocent or 
convict him of murder? (From the UK) (Documentary) M(L) CC **Premiere**   

 
10:25 pm Obama at War - When President Barack Obama took office in 2008, he had campaigned 

on ending the war in Iraq and keeping the U.S. out of new military conflicts. But Obama 
now finds himself exactly where he didn’t want to be: trying to defeat a brutal terrorist 
group in Iraq and Syria without dragging America into a prolonged regional conflict. How 
did we get here? In this program, veteran journalist Martin Smith examines the Obama 
administration’s complicated struggle to deal with the deadly civil war in Syria, now in its 
fifth year - and explores how the accompanying rise of insurgents have raised the stakes. 
Drawing on interviews with key military and diplomatic leaders, the film is an intense look 
at the heated debates within the administration about when and how to get involved in 
Syria. (From the US) (Documentary) M(A,V) **Premiere**     

 
11:30 pm Movie: Lantana - When psychiatrist Dr Valerie Somers disappears, Homicide Detective 

Leon Zat and his partner Claudia attempt to solve the mystery of her absence. As they 
investigate, a complex web of love, sex and deceit emerges - drawing in four related 
couples whose various partners are distrustful and suspicious about each other's 
involvement. Directed by Ray Lawrence, and stars Anthony LaPaglia, Geoffrey Rush and 
Barbara Hershey. (From Australia) (Drama) (2001) (Rpt) M(A,S,L) CC   
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1:40 am Movie: Walesa: Man of Hope - This biopic tribute to Lech Walesa, the Nobel peace 
prize-winning politician and human rights activist, is an enjoyable look at an 
unconventional hero. How could one man have such an impact on the modern world? The 
film captures the metamorphosis of a simple man - from an electric technician at the 
Gdansk shipyard who fought for labour rights to a charismatic leader who awoke the 
desire for freedom in millions of people and led to changes that exceeded their wildest 
dreams. (From Poland, in Polish) (Biography) (2013) (Rpt) M(V,L)    

 
3:50 am Our Food - North Wales - Food critic Giles Coren and the team head to North Wales, 

where food is about making the best of the basics. Giles follows in the footsteps of the 
Welsh drovers who walked cattle hundreds of miles to market, while Alex Langlands 
heads to Snowdonia to meet some of their hardiest sheep. James Wong learns what it 
takes to farm leeks on an industrial scale, and the team discovers what makes Welsh sea 
trout so incredibly special. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Part 2 of 4) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:35 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Andre Rieu: Welcome To My World - Maastricht My Hometown - Join celebrated 

conductor and composer André Rieu as he leads his orchestra and special guest stars in 

a series of concerts around the world, taking you across the globe, from Australia to 

Argentina, documenting part of the maestro’s life. (From the UK) (Arts) G CC 
    

1:50 pm Andre Rieu: Welcome To My World - Vienna Memories - Join celebrated conductor 

and composer André Rieu as he leads his orchestra and special guest stars in a series of 

concerts around the world, taking you across the globe, from Australia to Argentina, 

documenting part of the maestro’s life. (From the UK) (Arts) G CC 
  
2:45 pm Love at First Sight - Award-winning actors John Hurt and Phyllida Law are the stars of 

this funny, moving and poignant short film set in a Residential and Nursing Home. Love at 
First Sight tells the story of a day in the life of 70-year-old Arthur who falls in love with a 
fellow resident, a beautiful woman called Ruth. (From the UK) (Short Film) (Drama) (Rpt) 
G CC   

 
3:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English. 

CC   
 
3:30 pm Two Greedy Italians... Still Hungry - Rome and Machismo - Italian men used to be 

'macho', able to stand up for their honour, woo women and do the tough things that men 
do. In Rome - where fathers sent their sons to become 'men' - Gennaro and Antonio look 
at the modern Italian man and ask if there is still a place in Italy for 'macho' men. They 
start in the rugged mountain villages of Lazio where men still tend their flocks and provide 
for their family. But in Rome, they find a different story, the women there are increasingly 
taking control. (From the UK, in English and Italian) (Food Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG CC   
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4:30 pm The Dales with Ade Edmondson - Adrian Edmondson travels to the Kilnsey Show in 
Upper Wharfedale, where farmer Carol Mellin tries her hand in the sheepdog trialling 
competition with her dog Maisie, and teenage shepherd William Wildman competes with 
his sheep. Adrian also meets artist Helen Peyton, who gives him a lesson in how to draw 
a Dales landscape. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm David Rocco's Amalfi Getaway - Limone - Canadian chef David Rocco returns to Italy - 

this time to the Amalfi coast. Here, his journey takes viewers into the home kitchens, 
restaurants and farms of Amalfi to cook with the mammas, nonnas and chefs who make 
simple, honest, rustic Italian dishes - most in the 'cucina povera' tradition. In this episode, 
David explores the famous Amalfi lemon. Sweeter and juicier than lemons grown in other 
parts of the world, the people of Amalfi have cultivated this extraordinary sunny fruit for 
centuries. (From Canada, in English) (Food Series) G **New Series**     

 
5:30 pm Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Nigella Bites - Comfort Food - Nigella Lawson shares recipes of her favourite comfort 

foods. First up are rich and creamy mashed potatoes, which can also be used as leftovers 
to make Salmon Cakes. The she reveals her recipe for Risotto, which she considers not 
only comfort food but comfort cooking. And you can't talk about comfort foods without 
making a rich chicken soup. Finally, Nigella shares her recipe for the ultimate comfort 
food: chocolate cake. (S.2,Ep.2) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Fat vs. Sugar - What's worst for you, fat or sugar? It's a question that's been generating 

huge amounts of heat in the world's media, from the outer reaches of the Internet to the 
front pages of the New York Times. So what's the scientific truth? This documentary 
delves into this debate to get to the bottom of it with the help of twin doctors Chris and 
Xand Van Tullekan. In the greatest traditions of investigative science they're 
experimenting on their own bodies, with one on a low fat diet and one on a low sugar diet. 
This program looks at what sugar and fat do to the human body and which of these twin 
evils is worse. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
8:30 pm The Island with Bear Grylls: Women’s Island - Bear Grylls explores the survival 

instincts and behaviour of 14 women stranded on a remote, uninhabited Pacific island. 
Left with just the clothes they stand up in and a few basic tools, they’re been given no food 
and just a day’s supply of drinking water. Like their counterparts on the male island, these 
women will be utterly alone for six weeks, left to film everything themselves. As the island 
comes into sight, it’s a far cry from the postcard vision of paradise some of the women had 
been expecting: more mud than sand and dense, unforgiving jungle right up to the water’s 
edge. (S.2,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) M(L) CC **New Series Premiere**   
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9:30 pm The Island with Bear Grylls: Men’s Island - In the ultimate survival experiment, Bear 
Grylls abandons 14 British men on a remote desert island in the Pacific with just the 
clothes they stand up in and a few basic tools. For six weeks they will be completely 
alone, filming everything themselves. The island may look like paradise but behind the 
beaches it can be hell on earth. From the very beginning the men face a life and death 
struggle, as the fierce currents of the Pacific Ocean force Bear to drop them 75 metres off 
the island. The men have no choice but to jump ship and make a desperate swim through 
the violent swells onto a treacherous, rocky coastline. (S.2,Ep.1) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) MA(L) CC **New Series Premiere**    

 
10:25 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
11:00 pm Bosch - 'Tis the Season - Based on Michael Connelly's best-selling novels, Harry Bosch, 

an LAPD homicide detective, stands trial for the fatal shooting of a serial murder suspect. 
A cold case involving the remains of a missing boy forces Bosch to confront his past. As 
daring recruit Julia Brasher catches his eye, and departmental politics heat up, Bosch will 
pursue justice at all costs. Stars Titus Welliver and Annie Wersching. (S.1,Ep.1) (From the 
US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V,L) CC **Encore**   

 
11:55 pm Bosch - Lost Light - A routine traffic stop lands a suspect who poses a lethal new threat, 

while Bosch and J. Edgar pursue a promising lead in the bones case. Bosch locks horns 
with Deputy Chief Irving over his ongoing court battle, just as his relationship with Brasher 
picks up. And murder suspect Raynard Waits makes a startling confession about Bosch's 
cold case. Stars Titus Welliver and Annie Wersching. (S.1,Ep.2) (From the US) (Drama 
Series) (Rpt) M(S,LA) CC **Encore**    

 
12:45 am Movie: Running on Empty - The beautiful Azami is tired of her penniless and lazy 

boyfriend, Hideji. Determined to break up with him, she must first get back all the money 
she has given him over the years. She hatches a plot in which she fakes her own 
kidnapping to get Hideji to pay a ransom. But things get hilariously complicated when 
nothing goes to plan. Directed by Dai Sako and stars Katsuya Kobayashi, Mihiro and Kenji 
Date. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) MA(A,S)   

 
2:15 am Community - Conspiracy Theories and Interior Design - Follows a group of misfits at a 

community college in Greendale, Colorado. In this episode, Dean Pelton tries to bust Jeff 
for a phony night school credit, which only unveils a series of conspiracies, plots, and 
double-crosses between Jeff, Annie, and the dean. Stars Joel McHale, Gillian Jacobs and 
Chevy Chase. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
2:40 am Community - Mixology Certification - Follows a group of misfits at a community college 

in Greendale, Colorado. In this episode, the study group takes Troy out to a bar to 
celebrate his 21st birthday. While there, Annie assumes a new identity, Abed is 
propositioned by a man, one of Shirley's secrets is discovered, and Britta and Jeff fight 
over the 'cool' bars. Stars Joel McHale, Gillian Jacobs and Chevy Chase. (From the US) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   
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3:05 am Coppers - Welcome to Five Bar Hotel - Filmed across Britain, from inner cities to 
country beats, this five-part series reveals what the police are up against every day of their 
working lives. The first episode joins the staff at the Medway custody suite in Gillingham, 
Kent - one of the busiest in the country, where 40 suspected criminals are processed 
every day. From burglary to shop-lifting and assault to drugs possession, Custody Officer 
Sergeant Sean O'Conner and his team have seen generations progress through their 
criminal careers. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 5) (Rpt) MA(L)  CC   

 
4:00 am 24 Hours in Emergency - Next of Kin - With 91 cameras filming round the clock, this 

series offers unprecedented access to one of Britain's busiest Emergency departments, at 
King's College Hospital. In this episode, doctors are concerned that 38-year-old Stacie 
may be paralysed following an accident at a friend's all-night party, while 19-year-old 
veterinary student Ashleigh is rushed into Emergency after being involved in a high-speed 
head-on car crash. Elsewhere, Peter, 78, arrives at King's with abdominal pains, and as 
he receives treatment, he paints a picture of his eventful life. (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) M (A,L)    
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5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:35 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm The World From Above - Isles of Scilly to Weymouth Bay - Shot from the air using 

high definition aerial cameras, this series reveals our globe's most beautiful and dramatic 
places. In this episode, the journey starts over the Isles of Scilly, at the very south-west tip 
of Britain. The rugged coastline of Cornwall takes us to the historic Falmouth Bay whose 
fortresses have guarded the harbour entrance for centuries. Passing Plymouth harbour 
and the biggest naval dockyard in Europe, we reach the Jurassic Coast - one of the most 
important fossil sites on Earth and we end our journey over some of the finest sailing 
waters in Europe, at Weymouth Bay. (S.3,Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G 
CC    

 
1:30 pm France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English. 

CC   
 
1:45 pm The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC   
 
2:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
3:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English. 

CC   
 
3:30 pm What Makes Us Human? - Professor Alice Roberts is making a new human being as 

she's five months pregnant. But as an anatomist, and doctor, Professor Roberts has a 
rather different perspective on her pregnancy than most mothers. As this remarkable 
process happens inside her, Alice sets out to discover the latest in scientific understanding 
about how to grow a human being, and what makes our species so special. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:30 pm Secrets of Our Living Planet - Waterworlds - Naturalist Chris Packham travels around 
the globe to reveal the secrets of watery habitats. In Brazil's Pantanal tropical wetland, he 
explores how the region's large species survive because of the apple snail. He also 
examines the benefits of crabs to the ecosystem of Bangladesh's Sunderbans mangrove 
forest, how the coral reefs of the Maldives thrive due to the sponge, and the ways in which 
plankton influences atmosphere and climate. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) 
(Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Nigella Bites - All-Day Breakfast - Why be constrained by a time table? Enjoy breakfast 

food day or night. For Nigella Lawson breakfast starts with pancakes and muffins. Then 
she shares a recipe for Masala Omelettes, a nice rich Indian omelette. And no late 
breakfast can go without an accompaniment. Nigella shares her recipe for Bloody Marys, 
and ends her meal with Kugel, a sweet German cake. (S.2,Ep.3) (From the UK) (Food 
Series) G CC **New Episode**   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 

7:30 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Geoffrey Rush - In the first episode of this series return, 

internationally celebrated actor Geoffrey Rush believes he hails from a long line of farmers 

but an exploration of his heritage sees him discover an ancestor fighting for justice in the 

face of corruption and another desperate to succeed in a golden age of creativity. 

Geoffrey can trace his paternal line back to his great, great-grandfather John Thomas 

Rush, the first of his ancestors to arrive in Australia. However, he knows nothing of this 

man’s earlier life in Ireland or why he came to Australia. What he uncovers is a David and 

Goliath battle in which his great, great-grandfather stood up for his rights and proved his 

resilience surviving the harsh beginnings and injustices of European Australia. (S.7,Ep.1) 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) G CC **Series Return Premiere**   

 
8:30 pm Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person 

stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC 
**New Episode**    

 
9:30 pm Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program 

allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in 
every global story. (An SBS Production) CC **New Episode**  

 
10:00 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
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10:30 pm The Murder Trial - For the first time ever, remotely operated cameras are placed inside a 
British criminal court to capture a murder trial in its entirety, as Nat Fraser is tried for the 
murder of his wife. Her body has never been found, there is no weapon, no crime scene 
and her husband appears to have a cast iron alibi for the day she disappeared. Fraser 
was first brought to trial in 2003 for the murder of his wife - he was found guilty. But on 
appeal the conviction was quashed in 2011. In April 2012, Nat Fraser was sent back to the 
High Court in Edinburgh for a fresh trial, 14 years after his wife’s disappearance. A new 
jury was sworn in to hear all the evidence against him. Would they find him innocent or 
convict him of murder? (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC **Encore**   

 
12:20 am Rectify - Always There - From the creators of Breaking Bad comes this explosive, edgy 

drama series, starring acclaimed Australian actors Aden Young and Adelaide Clemens. 
After 19 years on death row, Daniel is released from prison. On the heels of an 
emotionally awkward reunion with his family, Daniel speaks to the press who are surprised 
by his oddly subdued and contemplative nature. Back in his childhood home in the small 
southern town of Paulie, Daniel struggles to adjust to all that has changed while he was 
gone. The everyday things that his family takes for granted are now foreign to him. 
Meanwhile, the Senator who prosecuted Daniel is convinced he is still guilty and plots to 
reopen the case. (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A) CC **Marathon**   

 
1:15 am Rectify - Sexual Peeling - While Daniel explores the town on his own, his sister Amantha 

worries for his safety. Daniel's younger brother Ted Jr. takes him to lunch to find out his 
intentions for the family’s tyre business. When Ted prods Daniel about his experiences in 
prison, he’s shaken by what he hears. At Daniel's welcome home party, he and sister-in-
law Tawney spark an unexpected bond, much to Ted Jr’s dismay. Senator Foulkes 
rekindles his secret affair with local waitress and town gossip, Marcy, and she offers him a 
valuable piece of insight about Daniel’s legal defence team. (From the US) (Drama Series) 
(Rpt) M(A,S) CC **Marathon**   

 
2:05 am Rectify - Modern Times - Daniel retreats from the stress of recent events to the seclusion 

of his childhood room. Later, rummaging in the attic, he finds some touching mementos of 
his former life, including a mixtape from the girl he allegedly killed, Hanna Dean. While 
Daniel relives the past, Hanna’s mother publicly decries her outrage over his release. 
Troubled by Daniel’s difficulties, Amantha makes a bold decision on her next move. 
Tawney reaches out to her recently returned brother-in-law, even as cracks begin to 
appear in her marriage. Meanwhile, Jon Stern confronts Daniel’s original defence 
attorney, Rutherford Gaines. (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(S,A) CC 
**Marathon**   

 
2:55 am Movie: Bibliotheque Pascal - In order to regain custody of her daughter, whom she left 

in the care of her fortune-telling aunt, Mona must tell a social worker her story. The tale 
she spins is a wild, surreal adventure which recounts her odyssey through the underbelly 
of Europe and job at a brothel themed around literary fantasies. Directed by Szabolcs 
Hajdu and stars Orsolya Török-Illyés, Andi Vasluianu and Shamgar Amram. (From 
Hungary, in Romanian, English and Hungarian) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) MA (A,D,S)    
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5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:35 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program 

allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in 
every global story. (An SBS Production) (Rpt) CC  

 
1:30 pm France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English. 

CC   
 
1:45 pm The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC   
 
2:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
3:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English. 

CC   
 
3:30 pm Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person 

stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) (Rpt) CC   
 
4:30 pm 360' Geo Reports with Silvio Rivier - Armenia's Fruit of Paradise - In the village of 

Nrnadzor, in Southern Armenia, we visit a fruit-orchard owner whose daily routine revolves 
around the pomegranate. The pomegranate, also known as the ‘Paradisiacal Fruit’ or the 
‘Fruit of Life’ is said to be one of the oldest fruits cultivated by man. Pomegranates were 
mentioned in the Old Testament, and were also placed inside the tombs of ancient 
Egyptian pharaohs as provisions for their journeys. Even today, this symbol of plenty and 
fertility is an important feature at Armenian weddings. Armenia has chosen the fruit as a 
symbol of the country, and has developed a new, profitable economic sector with it. (From 
France, in English and French) (Documentary) G **New Episode**   
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5:30 pm Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Nigella Bites - Trashy - Nigella Lawson turns her back on food snobs, preparing the type 

of recipes most chefs wouldn't be seen dead making, including ham baked in cola, an 
Elvis-style fried peanut butter and banana sandwich, and chocolate lime cheesecake. 
(S.2,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Dan Snow: Birth of Empire: The East India Company - In this new two-part series, Dan 

Snow travels through India chronicling the rise and fall of the company that revolutionised 
the British lifestyle and laid the foundations of today's global trading systems. 400 years 
ago British merchants landed on the coast of India and founded a trading post to export 
goods to London. Over the next 200 years, their tiny business grew into a commercial 
titan. Using the letters and diaries of the men and women who were there, this 
documentary tells the story of the East India Company, which sparked a new age of 
speculation and profit and by accident created one of the most powerful empires in 
history. (Part 1 of 2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC **New Series 
Premiere**   

 
8:35 pm 24 Hours in Police Custody - Conspiracy to Murder - Original, exciting, funny and 

shocking, this new eight-part documentary series provides a unique insight into the 
challenges facing the police in the 21st century. Filmed using a combination of fixed and 
handheld cameras, it follows the officers of the Bedfordshire Police as they go about their 
daily work. From the cell block to the police chief, the series shows a modern police 
station as never seen before. The first episode opens with the dawn arrest of a man on 
suspicion of conspiracy to murder. The film documents the work of the lead detectives as 
they investigate and interview the suspect. (S.1,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) M(A,L) CC **New Series Premiere**   

 
9:40 pm Bosch - Blue Religion - After the young victim in the bones case is identified, Bosch and 

J. Edgar are pulled into the troubled world of the boy's family. As Bosch's own trial 
escalates, his romance with Brasher takes a turn. And an intense confrontation with 
Raynard Waits forces Bosch to rethink everything. Stars Titus Welliver and Annie 
Wersching. (S.1,Ep.3) (From the US) (Drama Series) M(A,S,L) CC **New Episode**     

 
10:35 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
11:05 pm Night Will Fall - Night will Fall tells the story of the liberation of the Nazi Concentration 

camps. Using remarkable archive footage and testimony from both survivors and 
liberators, it reveals the efforts made to document the almost unbelievable scenes that the 
allies encountered on Liberation. The film explores how a team of top filmmakers, 
including Sidney Bernstein, Richard Crossman and Alfred Hitchcock came together to 
make a film to provide undeniable evidence of what the allies found. Each new generation 
deserves access to this evidence. (From the UK) (Documentary) M(A) CC   
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12:30 am Rectify - Plato's Cave - Daniel begins to open up to the outside world as he adjusts to life 
after Death Row. He discovers that his eyesight has deteriorated and asks for Janet's help 
getting glasses. They head out shopping - a wary attempt at normalcy for both mother and 
son, however their pleasant day is short-lived. Sheriff Daggett reaches out to Trey Willis 
hoping to locate missing witness, George Melton. Trey seems happy to help, but 
appearances can be deceiving. Meanwhile, Daniel helps Tawney prepare for her church's 
jubilee. While Tawney is moved by Daniel's intellect and openness, the young woman’s 
uplifting spirit inspires him in unexpected ways. (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A) 
CC **Marathon**   

 
1:20 am Rectify - Drip, Drip - Daniel loses his grip on reality as he wrestles with life after Death 

Row. Unable to sleep, he spies on the house of the girl he allegedly murdered - the first in 
a long night of surreal and troubling events. He is soon lured into a shadowy mission with 
a mysterious stranger, leaving him unsure of what is real and what is imagined. The next 
day, a troubled Daniel finds himself at odds with Ted Jr., who feels threatened by Daniel’s 
presence. Unlike her husband, Tawney prefers to see the good in Daniel and supports his 
spiritual awakening. (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V,A) CC **Marathon**   

 
2:10 am Rectify - Jacob's Ladder - In the season finale, the town’s anger over Daniel’s release 

hits its boiling point with disturbing consequences for Daniel and the Holden/Talbot family. 
The family goes on alert as Daniel's first week as a free man draws to a close and he 
begins to come to terms with the danger and possibility his new found freedom has 
brought to the surface. Daniel reaches out to Janet and Amantha about what his future 
may hold. Meanwhile, Ted Jr. and Tawney both recover from disturbing encounters with 
Daniel as Senator Foulkes presses the District Attorney for a retrial. (From the US) 
(Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V,A) CC **Final**   

 
3:00 am Movie: Private Eye - Set in Japanese-occupied Korea at the start of the 20th century, a 

private investigator is assigned the case of tracking down the killer of a government 
minister's son, but has to contend with bumbling police, an old-school newspaper editor 
and a travelling circus. Directed by Park Dae-min and stars Hwang Jung-min, Ryu Deok-
hwan and Oh Dal-soo. (From South Korea, in Korean and Japanese) (Thriller) (2009) 
(Rpt) MAV(A,V)    
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5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:35 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Greece! The Islands - Ionian Island - From lush green forests to snow-capped 

mountains, from towering cliffs to bare sandbars, the Greek islands are a land of 
unmatched natural beauty. The islands also have seen Europe’s earliest civilisations, its 
philosophical founders and its greatest battles. This series takes viewers to hidden coves, 
volcanic craters, and whitewashed monasteries. On the ground, the locals give original 
insights into historical buildings, sacred places and, of course, the culinary traditions that 
have influenced Europe for centuries. Today we head to Ammouda, where Georgios 
brings us to edge of the Greek underworld in his boat.(From Germany, in English) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
1:30 pm France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English. 

CC   
 
1:45 pm The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC   
 
2:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
3:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English. 

CC   
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3:30 pm Weekend Warriors - Gathering of the Vikings - In 1014, the Irish king Brian Boru 
destroyed a Viking army at the Battle of Clontarf and ended Viking rule in Ireland. One 
thousand years later, Weekend Warrior Barry has gathered Viking re-enactors from all 
over the world to restage this famous battle. Among them is Max, who runs his own Viking 
shop. He wants to win the single combat competition that follows the battle, but first he 
must persuade Security to let him on-site before the battle begins. (Ep.2) (From the UK) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:30 pm The Maker - A strange creature races against time to make the most important and 

beautiful creation of his life. (Australia) (Short Film) (Animation) (Rpt) G   
 
4:35 pm The Sixties - The Assassination of President Kennedy - From the assassination of 

JFK, the Cold War and Civil Rights, to the moon landing and Beatlemania, The Sixties 
presents a unique view of this decade as it retraces the familiar and unearths the 
unknown. In this episode, prominent figures of the time trace the timeline of events leading 
up to that November day in Dallas, and try to explain why the investigations, media 
coverage, and personalities associated with the tragedy remain so compelling and 
controversial. (Ep.1, Part 1) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC    

 
5:30 pm Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Nigella Bites - Temple Food - For anyone suffering after a heavy night of partying, 

Nigella Lawson has just the tonic, offering suggestions for dishes that cleanse the mind 
and body, including Vietnamese chicken with mint salad, gingery hot duck soup, papaya 
with raspberries and lime, and a prairie oyster - the ultimate hangover cure. (S.2,Ep.5) 
(From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**     

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm French Food Safari - Maeve and Guillaume explore the delicious relaxed style of bistro 

eating - the inexpensive way of eating that has been popular for hundreds of years. They 
spend time in the kitchen of St Germain bistro chef Yves Camdeborde who trained in the 
top restaurants but believed he would have more fun in a bistro. Guillaume then 
demonstrates how to make one of the classic bistro dishes - steak tartare which he serves 
with pommes gaufrette. (Ep.3) (Commissioned by SBS, in English and French) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
8:00 pm Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook Melbourne - Rachel continues her journey through 

the cuisine capital of Australia. In this episode, she explores some of the city’s suburban 
pockets and discovers an open-hearted food community. First up Rachel meets a kindred 
spirit and discovers some of the tastiest croissants outside of Paris. Later she cooks with 
expat Matt Wilkinson who is leading the charge in seasonal cooking and uncovers a not 
for profit restaurant. (Ep.3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) G CC **New 
Episode**  
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8:30 pm Ainsley Harriott's Street Food - Istanbul - Popular British cook, author and television 
presenter Ainsley Harriott takes an adventurous journey around the world, discovering, 
tasting and recreating the world’s best street food in this sizzling nine-part series. From 
the crisp Arctic Circle to the tantalising and balmy tropics, from the smooth beaches of the 
Caribbean to the spicy night markets of Taiwan, Ainsley brings his larger-than-life 
personality and passion for food to SBS as he ventures on this international odyssey. In 
the first episode, Ainsley travels to Istanbul to track down authentic, original recipes, from 
cumin-spiced meatballs to slow-braised lamb with young figs, and along the way gets 
caught up in a riot. (Ep.1) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New Series Premiere**    

 

9:30 pm Masters of Sex - A Parliament of Owls - Season three of the series is set in 1966 when 

the famed duo Masters and Johnson are dealing with the glare of the national spotlight as 

their sex study is finally unveiled. It’s the start of the Sexual Revolution and Masters and 

Johnson’s work will have a profound impact on contemporary relationships, especially 

their own evolving three-way ‘marriage’ with Masters’ wife. Stars Michael Sheen, Lizzy 

Caplan and Caitlin FitzGerald. (S.3, Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series)  M(N,S,L) CC 
**Series Return Premiere** 

  
10:35 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
11:05 pm Gail Porter on Prostitution - As a profession, it's as old as civilisation itself, yet the 

debate about prostitution still rages. The secretive and dangerous nature of Britain's 
clandestine sex trade has been highlighted recently by the horrific murder of prostitutes in 
Ipswich and Bradford. Yet, despite this, Britons are still no nearer to deciding whether 
prostitution should be legalised, decriminalised or simply banned outright. Television 
presenter Gail Porter heads on to the streets to meet the women involved and discover 
the real cost of the current confused policy. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,N,S) 
CC   

 
12:05 am Movie: Bang-Bang Wedding! - Alex Dimitriades stars in this fast-paced Greek wedding 

comedy. Young lovers Ilias and Marina arrive on the island of Crete for their wedding, 
along with their large, boisterous families all eager to celebrate the nuptials. However, 
when a typo on the wedding invitation confuses the reception venue and scatters the 
guests in different directions, they embark on a collision course of increasingly comedic 
proportions. Directed by Christine Crokos and also stars Faye Xila and Giorgos 
Karamihos. (From Greece, in Greek and English) (Comedy) (2008) (Rpt) PG (S,L,D)   

 
1:40 am Movie: A Distant Neighbourhood - By chance, fifty-year-old Thomas finds himself back 

in the little town of his childhood. While visiting his mother’s grave he faints, after being 
overwhelmed by the memories of her and the father that abandoned him. Coming to, he 
sees that his mother’s name is no longer inscribed on the tombstone. He soon realises he 
has awoken in the past, in the body of his 14 year-old self. With all the foresight of his fifty 
years, Thomas revisits high school, meets with the girl with whom he was secretly in love, 
and tries to find the real reasons for his father’s departure. Directed by Sam Garbarski and 
stars Pascal Greggory. (From Belgium, in French) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) PG(S,A)   

 
3:25 am Movie: Silent Wedding - In 1953, the exuberant wedding celebrations of a young couple 

in a small Romanian village are forced to continue in silence after hearing festivities are to 
be cancelled to make way for the dutiful mourning of Stalin's death. Winner of the 
Romanian Union of Filmmakers Award for Best Cinematography and Best Sound in 2008. 
Directed by Horatiu Malaele and stars Meda Andreea Victor, Alexandru Potocean and 
Valentin Teodosiu. (From Romania, in Romanian) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) M(V,N,S,L)    
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5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:35 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm NITV News Week In Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of 

contemporary life within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening 
and redefining the news and current affairs landscape. (News)   

 
1:30 pm France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English. 

CC   
 
1:45 pm The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC   
 
2:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
3:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English. 

CC   
 
3:30 pm Strip the City - New Orleans Hurricane City - New Orleans is standing on the edge of 

disaster. Built along the banks of the mighty Mississippi, this vibrant city of culture and 
jazz is completely surrounded by water. Losing land fast to the Gulf of Mexico, sitting on 
unstable silty mud, it is also directly in the firing line of hurricanes every year. This 
documentary takes apart a hurricane and also reveals how its skyscrapers stop 
themselves sinking and how there is now a plan to build the biggest network of pump 
stations in the world, which will prevent the city flooding, however big the hurricane. (Ep.5) 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:30 pm Backroads USA - Blues Highway through the Deep South - The USA is famous for its 
huge and endless highways, symbols of the American Dream. In this series, these routes 
are the stars. But we will leave the main interstates behind and stick to those winding 
country routes each with their own character, and which seem to have a soul. These are 
routes laid out by people in pursuit of something: a better life, a vision, a dream.  Each 
episode deals with a route that cuts through a vast stretch of the New World, sometimes 
linking several states, and running through small towns that have largely been left by the 
wayside. (Ep.2) (From France, in English) (Documentary Series) (Class tba) CC **New 
Episode**    

   
5:00 pm Room 101 - Poh Ling Yeow - Paul McDermott is joined by Poh Ling Yeow, a woman who 

made her name in the brutal world of competitive cooking where she was instantly loved 
by the Australian public. Australia’s most successful runner-up, Poh brings her pet hates 
to the Room 101 table. From serial face pullers, to stinky room deodorisers, and selfish 
sick kissing, Poh hopes Paul will make her world a cleaner, more natural, healthier place. 
(Ep.6) (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC **Encore**   

 
5:30 pm Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Raymond Blanc: How to Cook Well - Baking - Michelin-starred chef and restaurateur 

Raymond Blanc gives viewers a master-class in basic cooking techniques. Over six 
weeks, Raymond will show viewers how to master essential cooking skills, including 
roasting, poaching, frying, slow cooking, baking and barbeque and grilling. Each program 
will showcase five delicious dishes that are created using one of these techniques. 
Raymond will bring all his passion, curiosity and expertise to the series as he shows the 
audience what happens when you use each technique. In this episode, Raymond 
explores the techniques of baking. (Ep.3) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New 
Episode**   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Secrets of Britain - Secrets of Westminster - Westminster is the heart of London; the 

seat of true power in Great Britain and the place where modern democracy is born.  The 
rich group of architectural treasures on the north bank of the river Thames - Parliament, 
Westminster Abbey and the clock tower known as ‘Big Ben’ - bears witness to one 
thousand years of power struggle between Crown and People. With unprecedented 
access we delve deep into the corridors of power to discover their secrets. (Ep.6) (From 
the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) **Final**   

 
8:30 pm Joan of Arc: God's Warrior - The story of Joan of Arc is a famous and compelling one. A 

peasant girl who persuaded the Dauphin that God had sent her to rescue France; who 
commanded an army; dictated military strategy; rode into battle at the head of her troops; 
was injured and captured on the frontline of battle; was tried as a heretic and burnt at the 
stake. Dr Helen Castor (She-Wolves) is writing Joan’s biography and here she is drawn to 
tell the story of Joan’s three separate examinations by the Church. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Class tba) CC **Premiere**    
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9:35 pm Love and Sex in an Age of Pornography - This documentary explores teenagers' 
emerging sexuality in an age of increasingly accessible and hardcore pornography. While 
the technology of our times (internet and mobile phones) amplify the availability of 
pornography, the impact on young people's sexual development and early relationships is 
unprecedented. The program tells the stories of young people for whom pornography is 
normalised, and goes behind the scenes of the porn industry to discover the reality behind 
the fantasy. (From Australia) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA(A,S,N)   

 
10:35 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
11:10 pm Movie: Perfect Sense - One evening, chef Michael meets epidemiologist Susan, who 

despite their scars from their past, find themselves falling in love with each other. But as 
their love strengthens, so too does a pandemic which is steadily robbing the world's 
population of sensory perceptions. First to go is the sense of smell. Next is taste. But as 
the disease spreads across the world, so too does the realisation that the human race will 
always adjust, will always adapt, and without love - there is nothing. Directed by David 
Mackenzie, and stars Ewan McGregor and Eva Green. (From the UK) (Drama) (2011) 
(Rpt) M(S,L) CC   

 
12:50 am Movie: 13 Semesters - When Momo leaves his small home town to go to university, he is 

full of enthusiasm and confidence, but slowly the pressures of study and campus living 
begin to grind him down. Half way through his course he finds himself at a crossroads with 
both his relationship and studies. An endearing comedy/drama from acclaimed director 
Frieder Wittich. Stars Max Riemelt, Dieter Mann and Robert Gwisdek. (From Germany, in 
German) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M(S,L)   

 
2:40 am Movie: Black Heaven - Gaspard and Marion, two teenagers in love, come across a lost 

phone and decide to find its owner. They discover him dead in a mysterious suicide 

ceremony, and become lured into a dangerously addictive game. Directed by Gilles 

Marchand and stars Gregoire Leprince-Ringuet and Louise Bourgoin. (From France, in 

French) (Drama) (2010) Rpt) M(S,N,A,L)   
 
4:30 am Food Lovers' Guide to Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: spelt - the story of a grain 
that's been cultivated since ancient times; voluptuous nougat with Robert Rinaldi; mussels 
Belgian-style; and how to make the lightest gnocchi with chef Mirko Grillini. (An SBS 
Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:35 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm The Incredible Spice Men - South Wales - This week’s journey begins in the Cothi 

Valley in Carmarthenshire where they make goats’ cheese from the milk of animals 
feeding on wildflowers, herbs and berries. These cheeses have a delicious freshness that 
varies with the seasons.  Tony bakes a golden goats’ cheese, red onion and caraway 
seed tart, served with a refreshing spiced pickled onions, spiked with chilli flakes, lime 
juice and pomegranate molasses. Next they head for Bridgend and a family-run toffee 
business that’s been going for over a century. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:30 pm Ottolenghi's Mediterranean Island Feast - Mallorca - On the Spanish Island of 

Mallorca, Yotam searches for authentic local cuisine, discovering wonderful local 
ingredients including ruby red prawns - the star ingredient in his deconstructed paella. 
Yotam leaves the busy beaches behind as he heads inland discovering a wonderful larder 
of local ingredients, including roast suckling pig slow-cooked in a bread oven; tomatoes 
sweetened on the vine; and oranges ripened in the island sun. Yotam creates a 
Mediterranean feast of Spanish and Moorish origin: salt-crusted fish stuffed with aromatic 
fennel; a sweet and salty salad of caramelised oranges with goats cheese; and a 
deliciously rich dessert of apricots, almonds and raisins. (From the UK) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   
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3:25 pm James May's Man Lab - James May continues his epic quest to re-skill the modern male. 
First up, James enlists the help of a memory champion as he prepares to commentate live 
on one of the toughest sporting events of them all - the Grand National. Back in the Man 
Lab, rather than order in some takeaway, James builds a pizza oven from scratch. 
Meanwhile, his helpless sidekick Rory is set the challenge of convincing a group of 
experts that he is the BBC's newest wine expert, with James and Oz Clark offering help 
via an earpiece from a van parked outside. (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) (Part 1 
of 5) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:25 pm Meet Caligula - Having successfully explored the world of the 'ordinary' Romans, 

Professor Mary Beard embarks on an investigative journey to explore the life and times of 
one of Rome’s most extraordinary and notorious individuals Gaius Julius Caesar Augustus 
Germanicus - better known to us as Caligula. In a world where dictators still rule and wield 
absolute power in corrupt and cruel ways, our image of Caligula is the gold standard for 
the exercise of tyrannical power. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(S,A) CC   

 
5:30 pm The Stuarts - King without a Crown - Leading historian Dr Clare Jackson looks at the 

impact of the Stuarts, Britain’s greatest and longest-ruling royal dynasty, who united 
Scotland, England and Ireland and presided over the creation of Great Britain. Dr Jackson 
shows how the Stuart monarchs helped establish and decide what the state of Great 
Britain would look like and how their impact on the country can still be felt today. The 
second episode looks at Charles I’s failure to understand the inherent religious instabilities 
across the three kingdoms and how these differences in Britain led to civil war and his 
own execution. (Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG(A) CC **New Episode**    

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Wild West with Ray Mears - Great Plains - Internationally renowned bushcraft expert 

and survivalist, Ray Mears, explores how the awe-inspiring landscape of North America 
shaped the story of the Wild West. How did the mountain ranges, the Great Plains and the 
deserts challenge the westward push of the early pioneers? As Ray travels through each 
landscape, he discovers how extraordinary topography, extreme weather, wild animals 
and ecology presented both great opportunity and even greater challenges for Native 
Americans, mountain men, fur traders, wagon-masters, homesteaders, gold miners, 
lumberjacks, cowboys and lawmen of the Wild West. (Part 2 of 3) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) PG(A) CC **New Episode**    

   
8:30 pm Room 101 - Matt Preston - Joining host Paul McDermott on this episode of Room 101 is 

a journalist, a critic and author. He’s one of Australia’s best known and most loved food 
connoisseurs, and undoubtedly its most famous cravat wearer, the very debonair Matt 
Preston. Matt brings a contradictory collection of his irritants for discussion, from 
omnipresent baked goods, to terms of familiarity, a seemingly harmless hospitality icon, 
and a personally penned cookbook with a hidden horror. He hopes to banish them all to 
Room 101, but Paul has other ideas. (Ep.7) (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment 
Series) M CC **New Episode**   

 
9:00 pm Movie: The Finishers - Julien dreams of adventure. But when you live in a wheelchair, 

such dreams are difficult to fulfil. To do so, Julien challenges his father to compete with 
him in the ‘Ironman’ triathlon in Nice. A whole family comes together and reconnects in an 
attempt to see this incredible exploit through. Directed by Nils Tavernier and stars 
Jacques Gamblin, Alexandra Lamy and Fabien Heraud. (From France, in French) (Drama) 
(2013) PG **Premiere**    
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10:35 pm Movie: Declaration of War - In this award-winning film based on a true story played by 
the real life characters themselves, beautiful Juliette and dashing Romeo are two souls 
whose electric first encounter and rapid storybook romance is quickly followed by the birth 
of a child. But their lives are transformed overnight when a visit to their paediatrician 
results in a stunning verdict: their infant son Adam is seriously ill. (From France, in French) 
(Drama) (2011) (Rpt) M(L)   

 
12:25 am Movie: Overheard - Three cops become involved in a corruption cover-up when they 

decide to withhold stock information after tapping into an illegally listed company. From 
the writers behind the Infernal Affairs trilogy. Nominated for six Hong Kong Film Awards in 
2010. Directed by Alan Mak and Felix Chong, and stars Lau Ching Wan, Daniel Wu and 
Louis Koo. (From Hong Kong, in Cantonese) (Thriller) (2009) (Rpt) MAV (V)   

 
2:20 am Movie: Rivals - Jacques Maillot's psychological drama observes the tense and fragile 

days following a difficult reunion between two very different siblings. Francois is a police 
inspector who spent years estranged from his brother Gabriel, after the latter spent a 
decade in prison for murder. Gabriel’s sudden release from jail ends the separation, and 
both men make an attempt to bury the past. However, the past comes encroaching back 
and begins to plague both their lives. Stars Guillaume Canet, Francois Cluzet and Clotilde 
Hesme. (From France, in French) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) MAV(V,S)   

 
4:15 am Food Lovers' Guide to Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: growing and preparing 
vegetables; a gingerbread house in the Blue Mountains; crunchy heritage apples; and 
cooking with Hungarian legend Edith Szabo. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
4:50 am Luke Nguyen's France Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments from Luke Nguyen's 

culinary and cultural journey through France. (Short) Rpt)     


